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b, c], ['d', 'e', 'f'], ['g', 'h', 'i']] import re def convert_to_list(string): my_list = [] for line in string.split(' '): element
= [element.strip() for element in line.split(',')] my_list.append(element) return my_list my_string =

"[['a','b','c'],['d','e','f'],['g','h','i']]" my_list = convert_to_list(my_string) print my_list # ['a', 'b', 'c', 'd', 'e', 'f', 'g',
'h', 'i'] Use str.translate: import string my_list = [[a, b, c], ['d', 'e', 'f'], ['g', 'h', 'i']] def convert_to_list2(string):

my_list = [] for item in string.translate(
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